Design Concept
Key Features
At the threshold between
University and City, the
– Student Support buildings are often occupied in
– Two flexible urban spaces of appropriate sizes for a range
unpredictable and changing ways. Because of this,
of
social
functions
and
events.
new square and building
we have designed the building to be a flexible loose-fit
container, offering a range of different spaces that can
will become a landmark for
– Careful consideration of the historic alignments and
change over time, responding to new ways of learning
features of this part of Preston.
UCLan; a new space for
and a changing market.
academic and city dialogue. – The building will feel like a student space rather than a – A new square that stitches together City and University.
space. This sense of student ‘ownership’
It will have the ability to inspire departmental
– A design that creates integrated spaces of character and
will help to facilitate social interaction, collaboration and
distinction.
learners and positively impact learning. Spaces have been designed to offer variety,
from vibrant social spaces to quiet study areas.
– A low-slung building to allow St Peter’s Church to be read
the lives of students, staff
as a key city marker.
– The building is arranged to face the new Adelphi Square
and visitors who share the
with a graceful, sweeping elevation, taking its alignment
– A building and new square that creates a welcoming
from
the
Adelphi
Pub
and
the
entrance
to
the
new
building.
arrival to UCLan, open to all students, visitors and staff.
Engineering Building. The curving façade embraces the

square with a high colonnade, offering shade and shelter
– A new social commons that allows collaborative working
and allowing a transition between inside and outside –
and engagement, social gathering and discourse.
drawing the square into the building. This space continues
inside the building, with a full height open space.
– Appropriately and sensitively located services and facilities
to create ease of access to a wide range of support
– A dramatic atrium forms the social heart of the Student
services.
Support Centre. This inspiring and egalitarian space is
aligned to the spire of St Peter’s Church, with a wide set
of steps and terraces negotiating the change in level. It
– Organised for functionality and flexibility. A large
will be a social space in itself, but can also be used for
volumetric space with flexible floor plates to enable a
informal performances, talks or events.
variety of different configurations.
– T
 he design has been influenced by the history of
Preston’s textile industry, but more importantly its future,
in aerospace and electronics. This is expressed in the
idea of filaments, circuit routes, or threads – an analogy
that also relates to the path that a student takes through
life and learning at University.
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– The

threads are used as an element both in the design
of both landscape and building. They are used in the
landscape as illuminated elements, drawing people
toward the entrance of the building. The stepped central
space of the building is a confluence through which the
threads are guided, emerging in St Peter’s Square and
continuing as a landscape element through the University.

– A
 highly sustainable, low energy building that is affordable
and deliverable.
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Forming Spaces of Appropriate Size

Responding to Historic Alignments

Drawing City and University Together

Creating Characterful Urban Spaces

Limiting the Building Height

A Great Arrival to UCLan

Adelphi Square and St Peter’s Square
will be of appropriate sizes to facilitate the
uses and events that will happen within
them, and provide a suitable civic and
public purpose; neither claustrophobic nor
too voluminous. If spaces are too big for
the scale of surrounding buildings, or the
location, they are often unsuccessful.

We feel that the existing buildings and site
features that have been part of the story of
the city should be respected. This doesn’t
mean that we will look backwards, but
that surviving elements will be beneficially
used, and considered as part of an
integrated design.

The Student Centre and Adelphi Square
sit at the confluence of City and University.
As such, the space and building will
play an important role in bringing the
two together. The square is considered
a dynamic and symbolic threshold that
stitches together ‘town and gown’,
research and business thinking, social
and acadmic dialogue, at the heart of the
University.

Adelphi Square and St Peter’s Square
will respond to their particular and unique
locations and required uses, and will
therefore have different characters to
reflect this. We see Adelphi Square as
having a civic quality; open and flexible
to allow for a rich programme of activities
and events. St Peter’s Square will be
quieter and relate to the University’s
acadmic buildings particularly the Arts
Centre and Library.

The New Student Support Centre will
be limited in height to three storeys for
a number of important reasons. It has
the advantage of an economic ratio of
floorspace to façade. This allows us to
design the Student Support Centre to
have full height open spaces along the
entire front of the building facing Adelphi
Square. This will allow a greater ability to
connect visually and physically across the
floors of the building.

The new building will be egalitarian,
welcoming and accessible to all. It will
feel safe and secure giving legible access
to services and support to the student
population of Preston. The Building will act
as a ‘foyer’ for the University; a place to be
inquisitive, get help, meet friends, drop by
or just hang-out simply because it’s just a
great place to be.

Graduation
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1.  Green Roof Bio Diverse Roof Green roof, self
seeded and low maintenance.
2. Terrace A roof top seating and social area with
views across the city of Preston.
3.  Central Atrium Rooflight Directional,
bringing light into the heart of the building and
opening views to St Peters Church
4.  Well Being and Pastoral Care A quiet area
of the building with views into the reflective
landscape of St Peters Square.
5.  Student Union, Opportunties Centre
and Careers. Organised around its own
connecting volume a mixture of open and
cellular advice and training spaces.

6.  M
 ain Entrance onto St Peters Square At
the top of the presentation steps, the building
opens out to engage with St Peter’s Square
and the Northern Campus
7.  Health and Wellbeing Private and sensitively
located with the possibility of private address
onto St Peters Square.
8.  Social Learning Two large open platforms,
digitally enabled with a variety flexible furniture
to enable a wide range of social learning
activities
9. S
 ervice Entrance and Plant Directly adjacent
to parking and service access.

UCLan
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10. Flexible Cafe Space An adaptable cafe
space with the ability to open out directly onto
the square.
11. Presentation Steps A Stepped route through
the building as well as a venue for presentation
and events
12. O
 pen Elevation and Access from Adelphi
Square An active facade of moveable paenls
to allow the square to extend directly into the
building.
13. A
 dvice Centre and One Stop Shop The
South East corner is the most visible position
for students and visitors to access advice and
support.

Starting from top left - clockwise
-Interior View
-Axonometric showing organisation of building
-Section
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The design has been influenced by the history of
Preston’s textile industry, but more importantly
its future, in aerospace and electronics. This is
expressed in the idea of filaments, circuit routes, or
threads – an analogy that also relates to the path that
a student takes through life and learning at University.

The landscape form reflects the ‘Thread’ concept.
Illuminated in-ground markers will flow through both
the building and the public realm. The threads serve
to define divisions between hard and soft landscape
areas, use & function of space and programmatic
requirements, in addition informing the lighting
strategy. The ‘Threads’ define primary routes and
contribute to the character of the linked external
spaces.
The landscape treatment to the north of the
proposed building is also derived from the ‘thread’;
the landscape waves representing unrefined cotton
threads in a less formal landscape of lawns, planting
and parkland. Raised grass areas with integrated
seating, ornamental planting and trees providing
tranquil areas for students and the wider community
to enjoy. A shared hard surface route on the northern
edge (south side to the church and library) will
facilitate the wider proposed cycle network running
east-west through the campus.

The threads are used as an element both in the
design of both landscape and building. They are used
in the landscape as illuminated elements, drawing
people toward the entrance of the building. The
stepped central space of the building is a confluence
through which the threads are guided, emerging in
St Peter’s Square and continuing as a landscape
element through the University.

St Peters Square
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The southern, more formal square represents the
refined fabric of the cotton industry. Using material
from site, the square will be raised at the south
western corner to create a level and flat serviceable
space for events. Steps and terraces will be included
on the western and southern boundaries to reconcile
level differences and create seating and planting
spaces.
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